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Company: HAYS

Location: Liverpool

Category: other-general

Intermediate or Senior Structural Technician opportunity with a progressive, local consultancy in

Liverpool

What's on offer?

Local SME multidisciplinary in the heart of Liverpool city centre with exciting plans for

continued growth

A modern and mature workplace - beyond the standard hybrid working practice is an

understanding that every employee is different and provided work is satisfactory, you

will be treated like an adult!

Need to learn Revit? - for Technicians without Revit experience, support from more

experienced Technicians will be available from Day 1 as you learn new 3D software

Varied and growing projects - secure pipeline across the residential (high, low-rise

& bespoke), education, industrial, education and a plan to move into healthcare.

Competitive salary + package - up to £50,000 for experienced Seniors, annual profit

sharing, bonus structure and an on-site gym!

What you'll need to succeed 

Your new company are recruiting a capable structural technician with at least a few

years' of experience in the UK, confident in working across a variety of different
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sectors. This means the opportunity is very much open to more experienced Senior

Technicians further along in their career.

Looking to work with a more varied client base? Need upskilling in Revit? Want more

responsibility and to be treated maturely? Looking to get involved in a thriving and

sociable culture where work events are a regular occurrence? Then this role is for you.

What you need to do now

If you're interested in this role, click 'apply now' to forward an up-to-date copy of your CV, or

call us now.

If this job isn't quite right for you but you are looking for a new position, please contact us for a

confidential discussion on your career.  # 4536328

Apply Now
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